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Wuto w u eliminated, time and money
saved by using Carney In the oonHtructUm
of UiB B. F . Keith Theatre and Oflloo
Building at Cleveland, Ohio.
AnhUecf:
0. W. & G. I.. Bapp, ChlcaEO,
111.
Coii'r.iii«<<»-« .• LundnlT-Blcknpll Comiiany.
Clcvolund. Ohio.

S A V I N G of 40% in time and cost of m i x ing Carney mortar results f r o m the fact
that no lime is used. Since Carney mortar is
more plastic and smoother w o r k i n g masons
can w o r k faster and easier on the job. N o retempering on the m o r t a r board is necessary.
The simple m i x i n g formula prevents loss and
waste through carelessness. N o job has to
be done over where Carney mortar is used.
The saving of time is the greatest element of
profit f o r the contractor in building, therefore,
progressive contractors generally are using
Carney.
Carney Has These Exclusive Merits

It can be used directly after mixing or left in the
box over night. There is no waste to Carney. It
requires no Hme, which saves time and labor in mixing. It prevents loss and waste through carelessness.
Being more plastic and smoother working the mason
can work faster and easier on the wall. It lays the
maximum number of brick to the barrel. It is ideal
for wall bearing buildings. It becomes harder than
the brick and tile it binds, continuing to harden indefinitely as time goes on. It sets a creamy white,
contrasting beautifully with brick and tile. The
final cost of a Carney wall is always lower. Contractors bid lower, do better work and make more
profit with Carney.

The Carney Company
Carney

Cenieiit

Makers

Since

1883

Mankato, M i n n .
District Sales OfTices:
This book tcllB the complete Btory of Carney. It
will 1)0 sent free to anyone Int^iri'Hli^cl 111 bulldini!.

Leader-News B l d g , , Cleveland; Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
Chicago; Omaha National Bank Bldg.. O m a h a ; Syndicate
T r u s t Bldg.. St. L o u i s ; Book Bldg., Detroit; Builders'
Exchange, Minneapolis.

^ ^ y b r
Specillcationa:

B r / V A anc/

T/7<>

1 Part Carney, 4 Parts

Sand

Mortar

T H E T E N MURALS EXECUTED BY ALLEN TRUE
FOR T H E VOORIES MEMORIAL A T DENVER.
COLORADO. DEPICT T H E FAUNA OF
T H A T STATE AND ARE REMIN^
ISCENT OF GREEK VASES IN
T R E A T M E N T AND
COLORING
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By TfiQO Merrill Fishor

W
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iinci the hcf^inninj^s of the
Denver Civic Center coincident
with the organization of "The
City and County of Denver" which was
effected in 1904. when half a dozen
smaller, adjoining municipalities were
consolidated with Denver proper. This
administrative unification of what had in
all other ways been practically one community, stimulated a finer civic spirit,
which was provided with many avenues
of concrete expression through the new
charter. One of these was the A r t Commission created by the charter. Provided with powers subject to very broad
interpretation, this body was free to function in a constructive rather than a merely critical way. and under the chairman.ship of Henry Read, a Denver artist, it
at once set about the planning and actualizing of a "Greater Denver." which
would be in point of controlled develop-

ment a reflection of a proper understanding of the utility of beauty in the life of
the growing city.
W i t h this large conception of its function, the A r t Commission soon found that
the advice of an expert was needed and
in the following year arranged to have
Charles M u l f o r d Robinson survey the entire situation and make a report on "Proposed Plans for the Improvement of the
City of Denver." While the usual problems of new city platting, streets and
boulevards, parks and play grounds, and
the like, were treated, the out.standing feature of the Robinson report was its recommendation f o r a civic center. Henry
Read had given the first suggestion f o r
such an entcr|)rise. backed enthusiastically
by Mayor Robert W . Speer. with the result that Robinson made definite proposals
for actualizing the idea.
O f the Robin.son recommendations we
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need note only the contemplated acquireNow follows a five year period in which
ment for a civic center of the area two the details of the AlacMunnics plan were
blocks wide and three long between the debated, approved, and the land for the
State Capitol and the County Court Civic Center acquired. The objections to
House. The first occupied a site on the bonding the entire city to pay f o r the
newer cit_\- platting, which was laid out on site were met by making ils inipruvement
compass lines, while the latter lay within ;i paiL of llic East Denver Park District
the area of the old, original down-town <i(\cliipnicnt program. The bond issue
section, which in this vicinity joined the for this was finally sold in 1912, after
other at an angle of forty-five degrees. long-standing litigation on the part of
The failure to reconcile the discrepancies property owners and others; of the total
in relative position among these build- exjienditures, something like one million
ings, which would be terminals of the eight hundred thousand dollars was used
principal axis of a civic center so laid for acquiring the thirteen acres of ground
out, eventually led to the abandonment of
for the Civic Center.
the Robinson scheme; it had, however, in
Immediately subsequent stages of progthe interval served the useful purpose of
ress included the clearing away of the old
focusing public attention, and formed the buildings on the area and its landscaping
basis of subsequent planning.
after plans of Frederick Law Olmsted
We should now go back to the relation
A r n - M W . l]rnnner. These men esof the State Capitol to the entire matter. tablished the general pattern of walks,
Akhough dating f r o m a period when lawns, tree planting, and ornamental
official architecture was far f r o m hand- lighting.
some, it has the interest given it by its
W hat would otherwise be a delightful
ma.ss and its situation on the slight eleva- ni,i,dit scene is now largely spoiled by extion east of Broadway. The superb view cessive illumination. Denver would save
of the Front Range Rockies f r o m its materially and greatly increase the imwestern portico was largely spoiled, how- ])ressiveness of the Civic Centre by reever, by the immediate neighborhood as it ducing the number and power of the
was at that time, a variegated assortment lights used.
of ancient dwellings, a large power house
The Civic Center remained in this open
and a fire department station occupying pla/.a state until Speer again became
the foreground. To establish the legiti- M a \ ' T in l')16. Denver people had seen
niati' ijoiiiinaiut' of the Capitol and clean I hat \ ery little- was being accomplished in
up this conspicuously unlovely section, pushing this community undertaking to
were primary ohje t s in all that followed lompletion by tho.se who followed him
in planning for a civic center.
in office since 1912, and this was a prime
Ariual work on the project awaited the factor in seeking Speer's leadership again.
arrival of Frederick MacMonnies, who Prompt action was forthcoming, as E. H .
came to Denver in 1907 in connection with P)ennett, the landscape architect of Chihis execution of a commission for the cago, was soon summoned to Denver to
''Pioneer Fountain.'' The site f o r this lay l)erfect a plan on which all could agree.
within the bounds proposed f o r the Civic His proposals and the subsequent develC enter, so it was quite natural that his opments are made clear by the reproducadvice should be sought about the larger tion herewith of his design, which is made
problem.
the basis for discussion. To MacMon•MacMonnies quickly saw that the onlv nies' recommendations he added a new
feasible solution of the difficulties inherent and vitally imj)ortant element in the estabin the conflict of city plattings. was to lishment of a .secondary, transverse axis,
for the south terminus of which he deterchange the axis of the Civic Center
scheme f r o m that established by Robin- mined on the placement of the first of the
son, to a line directly west f r o m the Capi- improvements which followed. This was
tol, and so bring the latter into proper the "Open A i r Theatre and Colonnade of
Civic Benefactors" which Mavor Soeer
relation to it.
flQni
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had long contemplateil as one of the
adornments of the Civic Center.
It
shonid be noted that one of Speer's
thoughts as mayor was to inoculate
weakhy citizens with the idea "give while
you live," and so to beautify Denver with
museums, fountains, ornamental gateways, statues and other examples of civic
art.
The names of such donors, together with
those of others who had made bequests
for like purposes, were to be perpetuated
by in.scription in a special Hall of l ; i m c
to be called the "Colonnade of Civic Benefactors." This structure was unilied,
when later completed after plans of
Marean and Norton, Denver architects,
with the open air concert garden to be
used chiefly for the summer programs of
the Municipal Band. The joint structure
has two semi-circular double colonnades
which terminate in square pavilions, with
a central pavilion or ai\:hway whose floor
becomes a stage when 1;he glass and
bronze curtain background—to be noted
on the plan—is lowered. Two murals by
Allen True, a Colorado artist, adorn the
curved wall panels at the inner ends of
the colonnades. These, the g i f t of Mrs.
Charles Hansen Toll in memory of her
Imshand. depict "The Miner" and "The
Trapper."
The special committee to which had
been entrusted the task of determining the
first list of names f o r the "Civic Benefactors" memorial and the particular form
of commemoration, has recently arrived at
a decision in the matter. The record will
be made not with the usual bronze tablets,
but with individual bronze letters attached
to the enclosing walls of the Theatre section. Roliert Garrison, the Denver sculptor, is to design the alphabet f o r this use.
On the plaza near by have been placed two
equestrian statues in bronze, the creation
of A. Phimster Proctor; "The Bucking
Bronco." the g i f t of ] . K . Mullen and
"The End of the Trail"." that of Stephen
Knight.
Bennett contemplated a minor architectural treatment of the Bates Triangle
at the other end of the secondary axis, his
plan showing only two ornamental pools.
A really adequate balance for the "Open

RECORD.

A i r Theater" was. however, made possible by J. H . P. X'oories* betjuest to the
City of practically his entire estate. The
"Archway or Entrance to the Civic Center" stipulated in his will as the object
for which the funds were to be exi)ended,
has recently been actualized in the "Voories Memorial." an archway and semi-circular double colonnade in the same order
and of the same gray, "Turkey Creek."
Colorado sandstone, as the "Colonnade of
Civic Benefactors."
William E. and
.Arthur A . Fisher, Denver architects, were
the designers. The site, like that of the
"Open A i r Theater," has been unified
with the central Civic Center area by
closing an intervening street on its direct
east and west course and carrying i t
around. . \ n oval pool on the inner curve
of the colonnade is a part of the scheme;
in it two green bronze water jets by Robert (jarrison have been placed.
Originality of motive and simplicity
and boldness of treatment characterize the
series of ten murals which .Allen True has
lately executed for the "\'oories Memorial." Colorado natural life has provided
the subjects and so we find depicted in
the smaller lunettes of the colonnades, the
Timber W o l f . Porcupine. Beaver, Antel o p e . Mountain Lion, Coyote, Mountain
Sheep, etc., and in the two larger lunettes
of the center archway, the l-'lk and the
American I'.ufTalo or Bison. We show
the Elk design in its arrhitcciiu-al sell i n , : ;
and both these last-named murals in the
colors of the originals. Antique Greek
vase paintings have, in treatment and
coloring, been the direct ins|)iration of
M r . True's work here; three colors only,
a stone gray, a terra cotta red, and a
black having a hint of lavender in it, are
employed. The smaller designs are in
the lavender black against a terra cotta
ground, while i n the two larger murals
the artist combined these tones in his
rendering and employed the stone grey as
a background.
Denver has long needed an A r t
Museum, and since Bennett made provision for one at the northwest corner of
the Civic Center, as a balance f o r the
Public l-ibrnry. this site has Ix^cn generally
regarded as by far the most desirable. A l -
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Central Arch ot V'oories Memorial
D E N V E R CIVIC CENTRE. DENVER, COLORADO
VVilliam E . and . \ r t h u r A. Fisher. Architects
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-Mareaii and Norton, Architects
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Voories Memorial
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W illiam K. and /Nrthiir A. I'ishcr, Architects
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though too restricted to j)ermil of mate- would he lost through the purchase of the
rial expansion f r o m modest Ijeginnings, land hy those who recognized its value
the Denver A r t Ass.iciation now has in for office buildings. City officials, hitherhand plans f o r a museum development to indifferent to the danger of delay, have
which meets in a unique way. the condi- in recent days been convinced of the need
tions of site and contemplated growth.
of decisive action to protect the public
As a west terminal of the ])j"incipal axis interest and have taken steps through conand its proiaer closing, MacMonnies and demnation proceedings to keep control of
all succeeding planners have anticipated the situation.
the construction of a Municipal I'.uilding
Denver was a pioneer in the whole
or group on the hlock west of I'annoc.k movement for city planning, as we genStreet. There has long heen ohvious need
e-rically term it. and its Civic Center is an
of replacing the old City Hall and County
outstanding example of noble ideals jjreatCourt House, hetween which the municily accDmplished. f o r it is much nearer
pal offices are now divided, with a comc.impletion than the similar programs o f
mon and more ade([uate housing. The
other
cities, which for the most jjart are
site mentioned would in all practical ways
still
in
the "paper .stage." I t stands as a
serve admirahly. and at the same time
complete the Civic Center scheme in an most adequate and fitting monument to
the memory of Robert \V. S|)eer. a city
imprc•^ si\c manm-r.
Although pul)lic opinion is clearly in executive who in his career gradually hefavor of the project, selfish interests have came revealed as a civic leader of a type
heen lighting it. and f o r a while it looked and kind very dilTerent from the usual
as i f the opportunity to acquire the site politician.

A.

•THE BUCKING BRONCO"
I'liimstcr Proctor, Sculptor
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I N T H E B E T T E R class of residences to•clay there is an increasing; tendency to emphasize the atmosphere of home, to make
them more comfortable and to avoid the
theatrical. The home of M r . Warren
Bicknell illustrates this tendency; i t is
commodious, to meet the requirements of
a man of affairs; it is dignified, as helits
his social standing; it is undoubtedly
costly, yet is restrained and decorous,
and is withal a comfortable place in
which to live.
A most delightful location was chosen
for it on the ridge which was formerly
•Cleveland's official eastern boundary.
From below it stretches the solidly built
up city, while to the east continues the
great, new Heights residential district:
yet it .seems isolated, and the elevation
and the setting of trees give to it a
secluded, rtiral atmosphere. The commanding height and the spaciousness of
the setting carry the eye over the roofs
and the busy highway below, out over
the city, and afford glimpses on a clear
day of distant Lake Erie.
I t is a marvelous site and one to which
only a house of exceptional character and
individuality would be suited.
The
r.icknell house seems to meet these
demands. I t has that rare quality of
belonging and of having belonged always.
Its lines are broad and siniple. and its
horizontal effect has been continued interruptedly in the wide stretches of open
lawn with which it is surrounded and
which afford a typically English setting
for an English house.
The brick, stone and timber work seem
to bear the mark of time, and there is a
freedom in the way the brick is laid, the
stone cut and the timber worked up that
makes one feel that the designer knew
what he wanted and had workmen who
knew how to give it to him and to have a

good time doing it. The pattern of grey
neaders in the wall, the diagonal brickwork between the gable timbers, the grotesques that loll out from corners here
and there, the sun dial and cartouche over
the south porch and the little lighthouse in
low relief beside it, these and other bits
give a naive charm that is delightful and
refreshing.
The interior woodwork is dignified and
effective; the plaster is roughly trowelled
and, where ornamental, is modeled in
very low rehef; stone is used freely f o r
mantel facings, floors, door casings and
even f o r entire walls.
-A. sense of quiet and serenity is felt
throughout the house, due largely to the
soft tones in the color scheme. The rugs
are all plain taupe, the plaster is unrelieved by color, the stone-work is buff,
warm in tone, the oak and walnut of the
trim are finished in soft tones that harmonize and it is only in the dra|>eries,
furniture coverings, pictures, tapestries
and other accessories that accenting colors
are introduced to relieve the monotone
and give necessary life to the scheme. I n
the hall, brilliant crimson draperies lose
themselves in the grey shadow^s; those in
the living room are embroidered on a tan
groiuid in richly colored patterns diat
harmonize with the deeper tones in the
furniture coverings.
The hall is spacious, two stories in
height, with a .stairway running up one
side to balconies which are carried around
the other three. The fireplace end of the
room is entirely of stone below the balcony; wainscot, stone and plaster are
used elsewhere. The pierced and carved
strap work of the stair and balcony rails
is a dominant feature of the room, relieved by the introduction of an arcaded
effect on the north balcony. The door
to the vestibule has |)anels of glass, eight
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Main Entrance
RESIDENt E O F W A R R E N B I C K N E L L , ESQ.. C L E V E L A N D ,
Erank B. Meade ami James Hamilton. Architects
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RESIDENCE OF WARREN
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I'r.iiik B . Meade ami James Hamilton. Artliitects
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R E S I D E N C E ( ) | - VVAKRF..V H I C K N E L L . E S Q . . C L E V E L A N D , O H I O
Frank B . Meade and James Hamilton, Architects
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Main

Hallway
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Frank B . Meade and James Hamilton, Architects
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Frank B . Meade and James Hamilton, Architects
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R E S I D E N C E O F W A R R E N B I C K N E L I . , ESQ., C L E \ EI.ANIJ.
Frank B . Meade and James Haniiltmi, Architects
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of which are leaded i n patterns which reproduce the carved panels of the outer
doors. Beside the \ estibule are coat rooms
which open into both hall and vestibule.
l)roviding an effective circuit for arrivini;
and departing guests. Each has a connecting lavatory.
To the left from the entrance, a passage
leads to the living room. On one side of
the jiassage is the lil)rary and on the other
a stone-walled solarium. The latter is separated from the passage hy an arcade of
stone and has a fountain and gold fish
pool at one end. The library opposite is
wainscoted to tlu- i)laster cornice with,
vertical walnut boards, broken by recessed
open I look shelves, and relieved by a single
band of flat ornament which encircles the
room and is continued around the door
openings. The color scheme is a little
li\elicT here than in the other rooms, to

RECORD.

harmoni/.e with the brilliant bindings of
the books.
A distinguishing feature of the living
room woodwork is the crude f o r m of
linen-fold which is carved on door and
window casings, on the mantel and on the
arched panels above the openings. The
walls, where not wainscoted, are hung
with a fabric.
In the dining room richly modeled
plaster ornament fills the space above the
oak wainscot, and a strapw.irk design of
imusual effectiveness and simjjlicity of
line breaks the ceihng. Walnut furniture
contrasts with the oak trim and the colorings of needlework embroidery on the
chair coverings afford a final accent. The
little breakfast room which opens from it
has woodwork in ecru enamel, with fine
lines of green emphasizing its mouldings, and linen curtains embroidered with
richly colored ornament furnish the cheerf u l note that such a room reciuires.
Brick has been used etTeclively in the
basement billiard room antl a simple
scheme of ornamental plaster worked out
in the third floor ball room.
So far as the exterior is concerned, the
house has already attained that air of
permanency, of belonging, that is so desirable in a home. The interior when
phuin-raiiheil vv;i> stiil >Min(-w]iril iiicmnplete as to its furnishings. It is as a
whole most successful; there is an avoidance of theatrical effect; it is cjuiet, seri-
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ous and dijijnifiecl. carries out consistently
the traditions of a great period and above
all gives the impression of being comfortable and homelike.
South of the house a ravine cuts
thrMUgh the hillside and in it has been
laid out a formal garden which drops by

successive terraces toward the lower level,
where the width is sufficient to accommodate a generous vegetable garden, also
terraced. The ravine affords an exceptional setting f o r a garden, its detached
location i)ermiiting of massed planting
without interfering with the prevailing
sense of openness about the house site.
'J'he garden is approached from the
house by a path of stepping stones leading down across the slope of the slightly formalized lawn.
A rose garden
forms the connection between lawn and
garden and from it is obtained a most
effective vista. Slightly below this level
is a small formal terrace at the edge of
which stands a great stone \^se which is a
dominating feature of the entire garden.
From both sides of this terrace .successive
flights of steps descend by delightfully
erratic courses to the long, narrow swimming pool, which is fed by a stream gush[217]
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ing from a grotesque mask set in the retaining wall at its head. Beyond the pool
a single, broad flight of steps leads down
to a long walk, flanked by rows of low
evergreens, extending to a pergola
through which the vegetable garden is
entered.
Planting on the slopes at both sides
gives the garden a sense of seclusion and
shows the fascinating possibilities of
architectural arrangements enclosed in
natural settings. The plan is essentially
formal, yet the character of the stonework and the freedom of the planting
produce an etTect that is delightfully rustic and informal. Flowering trees and
shrubs have been used, but merely as an
enrichment to existing vegetation.
The entire scheme is comparatively
small, never more than fifty feet and for
the most part only twenty-five feet in
width, but an effect of spaciousness is secured that is out of all proportion to the
extent of ground treated. By referring
to the small view taken before construction was begun, both the difficulties and
the advantages of the site may be in some
degree appreciated.
On the upper level beyond the garden is
a tennis court so concealed by planting
that its presence is scarcely sus]3ected. although it actually extends to the very
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verge of the ravine. I t is reached by one
of a number of tempting paths that lead
away mysteriously through the shrubbery.
The treatment of the garden, which is
approached by a path of stepping stones,
lia'^ been conceived in simple terms, with
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a view to obtaining large and impressive
effects ai)i)ro|)riate to the importance of
the house aud U) making the most of the
splendid opportunities afTorded by the
topography of the site at the crown of
a commanding ridge.
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ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATIONS
OF A CENTURY A G O

S A M U E L

L A P H A M . f

a copy, wifh commQnfarj. of fho
Documenis and Drawings /or a Church
on John'sIs/and. S C.. by Robert Milk,
ylrchifoct. (ijgi -11^55 )
'—

A

M O N G tlie records of tlie Parish
of St. John's Colleton. S. C . there
was recently l)n)U};ht to the attention of the writer a small portfolio of
drawings and written matter bound together. Through the courtesy of IVIr. J.
I . Waring, in whose keeping the records
are, and of M r . Albert Simons, the portfolio was examined and ])roved to contain plans and specilications for a church
on John's Island, S. C , by Robert Mills,
the architect. These documents were
evidently made between 1820 and 1830,
when Mills resided in South Carolina.
I n describing the contents of this portfolio, it w^ould be more explicit to say
that it contained drawings, specifications
and a report, as in the last part of the
document the specification type of writing
is abandoned and the tone of the work
becomes that of a report to be presented
to a committee rather than instructions to
a contractor. This belief is strengthened
by the fact that the drawings and written
matter are sewn in the covers with heavy
thread, and their condition is such as to
make certain that they were never used
on the job.
Of the actual building f o r the Church
of St. John's Colleton, it may be said in
passing that all has vanished, save one
brick pier, half hid among the creepers.
The writing in this portfolio covers
eleven pages, eight and a half by eleven
inches in size, and the general appearance is as illustrated. The drawings consist of plan and front elevation on the

central sheet of the portfolio, and then
on the following single pages are the side
elevation, lateral .section and two cross
sections. No scale appears on any of the
drawings, but checking up by means of
the dimensions mentioned in the report
proves that they are drawn to the odd
scale of one-sixth of an inch equals one
foot. A l l are carefully done in ink and
rendered in monotone washes, except on
the sectional drawings, where the cross
sections of wood and brick are tinted,
the former being yellow and the latter
red. A t the end of the report is the
signature, "Robert Mills, Architect," in
the same handwriting as that of the body
of the manuscript. This signature also
occurs, faintly penciled, on the fly leaf,
but in this case it is written as "Rob't.
Mills, Architect." The plan also has the
name formally lettered beneath the title.
This architect, one of whose minor
works is herewith printed as a curiosity,
seems but little known in the present day,
yet he was one of the foremost architects
of the early nineteenth century. Few
realize that he was the architect of both
the Washington Monument and the
Hunker H i l l Monument, yet they are
known to every American; and it would
seem that a brief record of his life is at
least due him before we reprint and
smile over his specifications.
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In tabloid form his life runs thus:
1781. Born, Charleston, S. C.
Educated at Charleston
College.
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employ of Hoban and
Latrobe in Washington,
D. C.
1810-1812. I n practice in Philadelphia.
1812-1820. I n practice in ]>altimore.
(Chief work of period:
the Baltimore Washington IVIonument.)
1820-1830. In practice in South Carolina, holding the State
Office of '"Stale Engim t r
and Architect." (Numerous buildings throughout
country, including the
Bunker H i l l Monument.
To this period also evidently belong the documents under discussion.)
1830-1836. I n practice in Washington.
1836-1851. Architect of Public Buildings. Appointed to this
office by President Jackson.
1851.
Retired from office and
from ])ractice.
1855. Died, Washington. 1). C.
The few works named in the above li.st
plus those done while Architect of Public
Buildings in Washington, including the
Trea.surv Building (1836), the U . S.
Patent Office (1836). the Old Post Office
(1839), the Washington Monument
(1848), and others, will sbow by wlial
right he was rated the leading architect
of his time. Further and more elaborate
facts concerning the man can be found
in the I'ulletin of the Univ. of South
Carolina. No. 77; in an article by Mrs.

1800-1810.

In

Austin Gallagher in T H E ARCHITECTUR.AL
RECORD, December. 1916,
and
in ;in

article bv M r . Scluivler in the . liucrican
Architect in 1910.
Returning to the documents on St.
John's Church, one cannot but feel that
the architects of 1823 had just as hard
roads to travel in their professional way
as tbe .irchitects of today have. Cannot
the reader .see Mills struggling with his
building committee or vestry (or whatever body was responsil)le for the building of the church in those days) as he
reads his report to them ? Note how he
lets them know that he has thought of
the health of the congregation by his re-
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marks on (lanii)ness. When in doubt or
nui liy opposition, note how, like many
a modern arcbitect, he overwhelms them
with rhetoric. His praise of the dome of
the church is a ma.sterpiece in itself. One
does not liave to imagine the silence of
the opposition when he thundered forth,
"This is almost necessary where a Dome
is, as Congruiu is its concomitant." Not
e\ en a present-day committee would say
anything for a while after that remark.
.-\nd as to price—wbich one notes that be
waits to discuss until the very end—he
is as wary as any twentieth century architect wbo jiresents his figures as "an
approxim.-ilc iciUativc cstim.'itc." Mills
waits until the end. when the vestry were
probably tired and eager to go home and
then bases his tigures on "enciuiries and
queries to master workmen." and i f his
measurements are "not mistaken" the
sum he mentions will be sufficient f o r
the building. Whether the church members saw this point, history docs not relate. However, on the inside of the cover
of the portfolio can be discerned, faintly
scribbled in pencil in Mills' writing, the
words. "Glory to God in the Highest,"
with an e.xultant loop f r o m the end of
the last word encircling the whole
phrase. Maybe it is Mills' note of what
the vestry wished to be put in the blank
l)ortion of one of the tablets that flanked
the pulpit, as the cross section shows the
other portions tilled with the Ten Commandments and the Lord's Prayer—but
the loop has the flourish of the architect who has successfully passed by the
question of estimated cost.
items of further interest can be found
by study of the reprint below. The spelling, capitalization and the figures have
been copied carefully, with no changes
except f o r the alteration of the "long s"
into the modern "s" wherever it occurs.
The first sheet is a fly leaf, the next is
a title page, inscribed in flourishing
script lettering with the caption:
Designs for an Episcopal Church to he
erected on John's Island near Charleston.
S. C, by Rohert Mills, Architect. :: ::
.And then follows on the third sheet the
subject matter as quoted below.
Regulating Bill of P.irticulars for the Work-
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Span, Rafters nut more than Sixteen

I ' O I I U I I L ; of (.•xlcriial

; i | i a r l . lc;i\iiiy .111 A p c r t i i n '

w,-ills I'Jgli-

Inches

f ( i r l)onu' uliii-li

is

teen Inches below the surface level and cart
away the earth,
AIso for interior walls one foot.
Brick layer.
Footing o f out W a l l Eighteen Inches below
the surface level.
Footing of interior walls One Foot below
Ditto
B r i n g up all the Foundation Walls Eighteen
Inches above the ground level proportion'd in
thickness to what is shown in Section. T h e
Bricks laid with good Mortar made of Stone
or Shell lime and sharp river sand. A l l the
Bricks used in this building to be sound and
well burnt laid in flemish bond, no two Courses
to be stretchers.
C a r r y up Walls externally to imposts 01
Arches, Fifteen feet, to Top of Cornice Five
feet.

to be frani'd o f pieces of Inch plank nail'd together in two thicknesses at convenient distances apart, mortise the Ribs into Collar &
strengthen them with proper Braces, leave a
circular opening in C r o w n for Sky Light,
Sheet the Roof with ^4"l"^h plank, Sheet the
Dome also with plank of the same thickness;
L a y wall plates all around the building properly s c a r f d and lapp'd for the footing of
Rafters and llooring Joists, returning them on
Cross W a l l s . T h e Joists to be caulk'd and
notched down, not more than Sixteen inches
apart, those in (iallcry and Staircases put to
a breadth to receive the lathing and to have
at least Nine Inches bearing on each wall. L a y
lintels over all the required apertures of Doors,
Windows on proper Topsils.
Prepare for
Bricklayer all the Centers for Arches. L a y
Architrave Beams over external Colunms and

Carry up internal walls to Footing of
Gallery.
C a r r y up Colunms Sixteen Feet H i g h .
Entablature to the T o p of Corona 3 F t . 8 I n .
springing .Arches to support the Brick work
above from Column to Column, having first a
iKain of O a k laid fore and aft, ;ind rctnrn'd
upon the Walls, pmnerly fastened down upon
the Columns, not only for strength to prevent
the Columns iron. .>cnig overturnd but in
order to form the Architrave of the Entabla-

return them on the Walls.
Frame with common Inch plank a Cove,
springing from the Imposts of the Circular
Windows, meeting and nailed to the Rafters,
Slater
1 r, r • . 1 ' ,
n
01
Slate the K
uiih the best blue Slate.
„
,
Cupper Smith.
, „ ,
,
Copper the Dome. Neck Steps and Pedestal
''t Dome with the best Sheet Copper, each
Sheet properly lappmg each other and nail d
With Lopi)er nails.
Joiner,
L a y the floors of Pews and Platform of
Pulpit with U/^ Inch plank, clear of Sap or
Shakes, .straight joint, groov'd and tongued.
the boards of the latter not wider than S i x
Inches and secret nail'd.
L a y the floor of the Gallery with 1J4 Inch
plank clear of Sap or Shakes straight Joint,
groov'd and tongued.
Wainscotting to Pews to be Inch thick,
rais'd pannels one side, flush and beaded the
other.
Stiles stuck with a quarter round,
Torus moulding capping to all the Pews, plain
seating with front Edges rounded ofl^ and Ogee
Supports. Box'd Sash frames to all the lower
Windows, with bead.
Parting pieces. O a k
sunk Sills, and VA Inch Ovolo Sashes hung
with Cast Iron Weights.
T h e T o p circular
Sa.shes to be hung on Pivits, solid frames; A l l
the Door Frames to be Four Inch by F i v e
Inch with proper Rabbits for reception of
door-?. T h e great door to be 2 Inches thick,
the inferior doors 1 ^ Inches thick, Rais'd P a n "'^'^
'^f 'S*^
Stiles .stuck with
3i quarter round. Kun up a common winding
staircase upon a circular base, 1^^ Inch O a k
Steps, 1'4 Inch risers, with a center Newel.
^ Balustrade of square Balusters round
Platform of Pulpit and Gallery, butting
' " " ' " . i - f ^ f h ''"M ^ " ' n P'^"^'-./hickness'd
^"^ smooth d both sides; Hand Rails work d.
Plasterer.

Carry up Tympanum of Pediment to underside of Rafters.
Carry up Brickwork over Columns T w o feet
hinli from thence spring Arches to meet with
the general wall as showm in Section.
The
external walls to be two Bricks thick. T h e
requisite apertures to be made in carrying up
111.sr. Recesses &c. I refer to the plans, E l e v a lion & Section.
The Diameter of Columns T w o feet of Doric
proportions.
T h e corner Pilasters carried u]) without
diminishing as do the Columns and other
Pilasters.
A l l the doors and Windows to have Nine
Inch arche.s.
T w o projecting courses of Bricks at the feet
of all the .\rches to form Imposts.
Roughca.st the whole of the external walls.
Columns, Pilasters &c in the best composition
of the kind and mark out the same in a proper
and natural manner to imitate Stone,
Carpenter.
Common Joi.sts
10 bv 2 I n ,
^ .i ^ u
Collar' Beam's.".'.'.".".".".'.'.'.:
5 " 3 "
Wall Plates
7 " 4 "
I \^[^\^
4 in thick
Ribs of '
b
'
o
m
'
e
9
bv 2 in
Circular C o l l a r ' o f "Di'tio'.'.".".".".",",",", 4 in thick
Architrave Beams to Columns
10 by 12
A l l the T i m b e r of good sound Pine.
Frame a Roof

with Collar

Beams in one
[242]

Lath and plaster the whole of the requisite
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Walls, Cielings, Recesses &c in three Coats, the
same to be laid smooth and even, properly
whitcne<l.
Stucco Plasterer.
Run single Architraves round all the . \ r c h i s ,
over Windows, Doors & Niches, tinishing them
at the Imposts, which in the side arches arc to
form Cornices or Cappings to Consoles on
Trusses.
Cast Ionic trusses for all the side
arches and f i x up the same in their proper
places under Imposts.
The Columns under (iallery to be of the
Ionic Order with their congruent Entablature.
Cornice to have modilliohs instead of dentils.
R u n an astragal, cut into beads at the foot of
the dome, also at bottom of the skylight. R u n
a plain Cornice round the top of the walls in
Vestibule and place an oval ornament with a
pateria in the center of the ceiling.
Glazier & Painter.
Gla/e all the Windows with good clear white
Glass, well bedded in putty and back puttied.
Give the Glass and sash Frames three coats
of white Lead.
Paver.
T h e floor of the Vestibule and staircases together with Porticoes to be levell'd with clay,
well ramm'd, laid with the best 9 Inch pan Tiles
diamond form and bedded in sand, falling' 6
Inches below the floor of Pews.
Stone Cutter.
Prepare and .set all the Sells to the Windows.
Bases to the Cdlumns and Steps to Porticos, of
the l)cst free Stone of Virginia or New Y o r k ,
free from Shakes or Stains, particularly for the
Sells of the Windows and ba.ses of Columns.
As the preceeding Observations shew, I have
proposed to have the whole of the external
walls and Porticos rough cast. T h i s not only
has the handsomest effect for a building of the
k-ind, but is attended with an advantage that
ought to be particularly attended to, in the situation in which it is contemplated to be placed;
T h i s advantage lies in the W a l l s to prevent the
penetration of that dampness which proves not
only injurious to the plastering within but
prejudicial to the health of humanity.
Still
more to obviate this Inconvenience, I would
propose after a twelve months Plastering to
saturate the Plastering with Lin.seed Oil and
then give it one or two Coats of Paint. Owing
to a peculiar Quality attached to Bricks made in
and about Charleston it would be prudent to
let the Walls remain alxjut a Year before they
are rough cast.
In my Estimate I calculate upon having the
Columns of Brick, except the Abacus and F i l l e t :
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T h e Entablature will be of Brick also with its
mutulcs, except the four corners which owinn
to the great projection of the Order will be
necessar)' to have of Stone; T h e Brickmakcr
must be notified of this, that he may form the
requisite moulds. T h e Door and Window Sells
are to be of Stone. T h e Steps of the Portico
as I hey are in.serted between the Zocles of
Columns, 1 would have of New Y o r k Stone,
which are to be found work'd up into Slabs,
having Brick risers. The paving of Portico
of the same kind of Stone, or scots grey Stone
in Squares. T h e floors of lies & Vestibule
to 1)6 laid with black marble Squares; those
of the staircase and other circular Rooms either
of Boards or the same sort of Stone as that
uiulrr Portico—I have elevated a small dome
on the R(X)f lx)th for the distinguishing of the
building and for Beauty both externally and
internally. I have proposed a Skylight from
this dome, this is almost absolutely necessary
where a Dome is, as Congruity is its concomitant.
This will be coppered externally, Internally
I have designed it to be ornamented with Stucco
paniiel work, as also the Cove under it which
extends from End to E n d of the Church, this
however will be an extra Expense if it should
be adopted. What Stucco W o r k is introduced
will be found mentioned in the Bill of Particulars under the head "Stucco Plasterer." T h e
Gallery in this Church is purpos'd entirely for
Servants, it is small and lying over the V e s t i bule. A front linish of it is shewn Page. . . .
T h e Extent of this Edifice is 42 feet exclusive
of Porticos, the width 26K' ft. Twenty Pews
are obtain'd in this Plan and except T w o , are
not less than 9 Feet by 3- T h e Tie betw-een is
5 feet wide, at the east Extremity the Pulpit is
placed in a Niche for the Purpose. T h e C o m mandments &c are placed on each Side See
Page. . . .
T h e Drawings are so explicit that I conceive
further description unnecessary.
E r e I began my Estimate for tins Building I
made Enquiries and proposed Queries to the
different Master Workmen relative to the
Prices such and such work could be executed
at, and having been satisfied in these particulars
attach'd them to the Quantity of W o r k I found
by measurement &c in the church; T h e Amount
of the agregate of the whole I found not to
exceed Dollars 6400 to which if you add 25 P e r
Cent for R i s k in Carriage, T i m e expended &c.
brings up the Sum of Dollars 8000: T h i s if I
am not mistaken in any measurements will suffice to finish the .said Church in the manner
mentioned in the aforesaid Bill of Particulars.
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in \'ersailles, is one of those perfect
s[)ecimens of a type that one is rarely
fortunate enough to meet with. I t is so
ix;rfect in every particular, both inside
and out, that its existence seems wellnigh incredible. There are no irrelevancies to mar the completeness, no incongruities to spoil the ensemble, no deliciencics lo k'a\i- room for any additional
desiderata.
The existence of this bit of perfection
in type may be thus explained. The
house itself was ihcrc. an uns])oiled survival from the Directoire |>eriod. l i
came into the possession of a distinguished mitiqmirc of Paris who keenly
api'reciated its inherent qualities and has
made it as his home, sparing no pains to
have even the least external feature and
the smallest item of interior apixtintment
scrupuously correct according to the
standards of the period. I n creating
rmv composition of such archaeological
exactitude there is always present the
danger that the result will prove utterly
cold and lifeless, a mere mummified expression of a past vitality. I n this case,
fortunately, the owner and occupant has
not only taken the dry bones and im]:)eccal)ly restored a former architectural
and decorative type to the last scintilla
of correctness, but he has made his work,
so to speak, a living organism. That is
one reason why it is rej^roduced here, f o r
the Directoire mode is commanding more
and more attention and any material that
may contribute a clearer understanding
of its niceties is of present value. The
other special reason for presenting it is
its suggestive f|uality in the treatment of
a small property—the entire width of the
IMTmises is only thirty-eight feet.
The house is of stucco painted a clean.

cool grey and the woodwork is white.
The little entrance courtyard is graveled,
and adorned with borders of geraniums.
Back of the house is a long garden with
graveled paths leading to a little teahouse or breakfast pavilion at the angle
of the rear wall, beyond which are the
stable, rabbitry. poultry yard and vegetable garden. The sheet iron hood over
the garden door is merrily painted with
red. white and blue stripes.
The character of the interior decoration and furnishing is made sufficiently
|)lain by the illustrations. l)Ut a few
color notes will prove illuminating and
helpful to a thorough understanding of
the enseml)le. I n the hall the walls are
painted light grey, while the door and
window frames and the trim surroimding
the niches are marbleized white and grey.
The base is marbleized black and yellow
and the floor consists of black and white
marble chequers, the quarries being eight
and a half inches square. I n the passage
between the drawing-room and the
dining-room the walls are wholly marbleized—a dark grey dado, light grey
upper walls and black border bands. I n
the drawing-room the woodwork is pale
green picked out with rose lines; the cornice is also pale green picked out with
rose lines; the ceiling is white: the plain
wall-jxiper is a greyish buff and the
patterned paper border running beneath
the cornice, above the l)ascboard. and
down the angles of the walls is dark
brown. The woodwork in the diningroom is cream color picked out with light
green lines and the cornice is painted in
the same manner: the dado is painted the
same color as the woodwork and the
light green lines are repeated in the chair
r a i l : the base is marbleized deep red and
white; the plain wnll-papef i.-^ light sea
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green, and the jjatterned paper border
l)eneath cornice, above chair rail, and carried down the angles of the walls, is in
deep red and gold. The library walls are
covered with plain chrome yellow paper,
tlif narrow patterned paper border bem'.'ilh thf rornice and carried down the
angles of the walls being deep purple and
deep green; the ceiling is white; cornice,
woiidwork and basel)oard are grey, i^icked

Gate and
SO.
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out with white lines. Although the description may sound somewhat startling,
the effect is not at all garish but extremely subtle in its combination and
balance.
The poise and dignity of this small establishment, with its thirty-eight foot
frontage, command atteiUion and deserve
close study f o r the lesson conveyed of
doing much with a very small space.
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VIENNESE TvlETHOD for
T^RJirriC DI^PHAY
> J E W Y O D K G A L L E R I E r y M . WIE:lNER-WERk:rmETTE
OP 'AMER.ICX
By

Lzon V Soloru

W h e n walking down F i f t h Avenue
recently I happened to remark a life-size
gilt figure in a second floor window which
had all the appearances of a remarkable
work of art in the archaic manner. T h i s ,
combined with the title of the concern
housed therein, which was in a language
rarely seen in j)ublic places of recent
years, excited sufficient curiosity to make
inspection an urgent matter. A visit made
next day proved so interesting that it has
been repeated several times, each time
with stimulated interest and with a clearer
enlightenment upon certain decorative
convictions that are rapidly gaining converts here.
It proved to be the exhibition galleries
of a group of Austrian artists and craftsmen.
T h e work exhibited is of that
variety which was formerly described as
"Art Nouveau," a designation used here
for information, not condemnation. A l l
the exhibits are of artistic value, and are
extremely interesting from the point of
view of design, technique, and treatment
of material for its decorative capacity.
It was very instructive to lind that a
style which has been relegated to the discard in favor of historic influence anticipates in certain forms of expression a
new decorative feeling in architectural
treatment. A s a matter of fact, its relation to our architecture was not distinguishable a decade ago for the reason
that architectural feeling in this country
at that period had not evinced those
tendencies which make the connection
now visible. I n addition, this f o r m of
decoration long ago reached an impasse,
and produced tedium owing to the frequent repetition of the same note by i n ferior exponents or feeble imitators. T h e

movement now begins to assume a new
significance in an architectural sense; it
is n sliar]) l.)rcaking away in interior ornamentation from the rigid control of conventional architectural treatment inherited
from the sixteenth century. W e are made
to feel that a new order of values has
Ijeen inaugurated in interior decoration;
and though many will not agree with the
manner in which treatment is developed,
the educational value of the effort . I I K I
the independence of thought remain for
deduction and instruction.
Where the architect is confronted with
the problem of creating a setting for disl^laying objects of manufacture, the treatment of this interior is full of suggestion
as to the mental attitude that he might
adopt. T h e mental processes which are
apparent there seem to have succeeded
each other in the order of their relation
to the ultimate objective—the enhancement of the objects displayed.
They
appear to have followed in this sequence:
1. T h e relation of general effect to display requirements.
2. T h e contrivance of detail and color
masses to the main idea of display.
3. Architecture to figure merely as a
minor accessory to decoration.
The specific problem was to make a
homogeneous efTect with a heterogeneous
assortment of objects extremely varied
in material, quality of effect, and artistic
interest. These included painting, sculpture,
furniture, faience,
glass,
lace,
jewelry, textiles, etc. T h e interest of the
\ isitor had to be focussed on each object
regardless of an actively competing interest in its near neighbors.
General
scenic value can easilv be obtained at the
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W h i t e lace displayed in a black room.
T H E W I E N E R - W E R K S T A E ' l T E O F AMERICA. NEW YORK

expense of its component items, hut to
combine that interest with a well preserved indivi(kial interest in each exhibit
is no small achievement.
It is bri)Ught
about with skill ami success in this
gallery.
Regulation features, such as cap and
base, are not used; in fact, moldings are
a negligible factor, serving merely as
frames to spaces or as boundaries to
colors 1)1- patterns. A n interesting feature is developed in the treatment of
angles; a "bead and reel," carved in the
TDund, makes contact with projecting
angles with excellent effect. T h e niches
in the window recess are contrived in an
imusual fashion, so that no sharp shadow
disturbs the background of the objects
they contain. T h e semi-circular section
of the surfaces separating the niches
impart a sense of structural strength to
the wall by the suggestion of iml)edded
columns.
Forcible contrasts are skillfully manipulated to enhance the delicacy of the exhibits by a quality of effect which is the

reverse of that usually developed undei
parallel circumstances; black is the pre\ailing tone used, either in solid masses
or relieved with repeating sprigs at comparatively rare intervals. I n the gallery
to the right of the rotunda an excellent
method is devised with the purpose of
concentrating interest upon the recessed
spaces in the walls, which are filled with
very varied and small exhibits; bands of
1)1 ack decoration start over each recess,
traveling across the ceiling to the opposite
recess. Interest is focussed by this means
in the same manner that sight is caused
to travel instinctively to a lighted window
in a I lark fagade. T h e display and decorative value of this is considerable.
The little rotimda which faces one on
entering is charming, creating an atmosphere tliat is most fitting to the exhibits.
E a c h display space is separated by a small
.semi-circular recess, in front of which a
curiously designed shaft supports a piece
of sculpture or decorative art; it is a
rational way of spacing the panel pictures and of separating interests that
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ccmipete. E a c h room is a distinct study
in effective display, wherein the objects
shown are the first concern of the
decorator. A very interesting point of
view presents itself in analyzing the principle of these treatments, which may be
wdrthy of consideration.
I n exterior
architecture, color effect is directly related
to architectural conditions and subordinated to them.
In this scheme we
tind this method reversed, and all suggestion of architectural construction practically eliminated or entirely subordinated
to color or decoration.
T h i s is a verv
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novel angle of thought, as the architect
today leaves certain features, such as
cornices, base, trim to openings, and the
like, which are fixed points to which the
decorator must conform. Should decoration be restricted to such a degree in
every case? O r should the decorator fix
the Ixiundaries of decorative spaces,
using only such architectural features, if
any, as are needed to accentuate his
decorative spacing? T h i s exhibition of
the
W'iener-W'erkstaette of
America
stimulates
many
thoughts
of
such
character.

V
A novel treatment for niches.
TlIK

T h e figure is gilt terra cotta. life-size.
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ARCHITECTURAL
POLYCHROMY
By
C. H O W A R D

WALKER

An address delivered at a joint meeting of the Illinois Chapter of the American Institute of
Architects, the Illinois Society of Architects and die Chicago Architectural Club. October 11.
1922. on the occasion of the opening of an exhibition of tiles and tilework, by The Associated
Tile Manufacturers.

There are definite objections to the use
of many colors upon the exterior of
buildings f o r several reasons.
A building is an entity, a complete and
adequate organism, and its expression
should be one of unity. Factors which
would tend to minimize this expression
by introducing a confusion of statements
are inadvisable.
Such confusion would occur from the
introduction of colors, unless there were
a marked domination of one color. Therefore a general tone and a dominant color
serve best to give harmony to the general
effect. The introduction of polychromy
should be minor and accessory and devoted to intimate details which should accent but not disturb the general effect.
There were at first but two reasons f o r
the use o f color. Men had little or no
intention to beautify objects by its use.
I t was protective, as with birds and insects, merging into the background and
inconspicuous, or i t was later a picture
book, a record of events, simply representative, with an attempt at natural coloration. As it was to be read as a record,
it was in zones read f r o m left to right
upon the walls and upon the columns in
Eg>'pt. and led eventually to the hieroglyph, the alphabet and finally to written language, by which time the superposed zones, having lost their purpose,
had disappeared. I n all respects the
forms and their color were literal and
representative, as far as was possible
without a knowledge of either light and
shade, shadow and perspective.
The
colors were of local coloration, even and

flat. The ceilings of the Egyptian temple
are the deep blue of the heavens, studded
with stars. The plants of the river, the
lotus and papyrus, and the palm appear
in the flutes of the columns and in the
bud and bell capitals, because these
columns were first made of the reeds,
and the record is painted in their natural
colors upon the stucco-covered stone.
The colors are intense, partly because
they are oxides of copper, burnt earths
and cinnabar, and also because shadows
are deep and dense and the detail would
have been lost had it not been in intense
color, which clarified it and gleamed
from the shadows.
Around the colimins and upon the
pylons the figures, which are colored the
brown of the bronzed actual figures
which they represent, record the occupations of the Egyptians, the ceremonies of
the temple and the wars of the king and
his armies going out to the far-flung
boundaries of the realm. They are the
great picture books of the time.
A l l EgA'pt was a picture book and each
moulding was decorated with symbol?
which told a story. A background had
been provided upon which the record
gleamed, a page upon which was displayed definitely each object and symbol,
and no background could be better f o r
this purpose than one that was white.
Therefore the Egyptian covered his
brownstone temples of the south and the
limestone mastabas of the north with the
Egv'ptian white earth, the stucco, and
created a tradition which was followed
bv the Greeks.
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The mouldings were painted with re]jeated symbols. 'J'o Osiris all the plant
forms coming from the earth, that mysterious realm of the dead and of the God,
were dedicated and appeared upon his
temples.
Polychromy therefore either literally
or symbolically told the story of the land
upon a white background, which became
almost a necessity, for it was always related to religious buildings and expressive of the highest ideals of the people,
and the tradition was maintained and extended to Phoenicia and to Crete, where
it met the work of Mesopotamia and was
carried to Greece.
The most beautiful buildings were
white and their colors were purer and
clearer and perceptible at a greater distance than were other combinations of
color. The clarity was very marked, but
the pigments were permanent only in
lands where rain was rare.
Herodotus and Theodoros both give
accounts of the glazes of Central Asia.
Even in their time it was considered
probable that the knowledge of these
glazes had come from further east, and
it was generally assumed that they were
from China.
I n any event it was necessary to protect the sunburned brick of which the
terraces and buildings of Babylon and
Nineveh were carefully laid, for with the
occasional great rains and the inundations
they were washed into masses of clay.
Xenophon in his march of the 10,000
cam])ed upon the site of Nineveh without
knowing it, and the Romans had a military camp extending within its walls ancl
were ignorant of its existence, though
much has been discovered by modern excavation. Therefore all Mesopotamia
began to protect its mud brick by glazes
of many colors.
The towers known as Ziggurats. upon
which were elevated the sacrificial altars,
were built terrace upon terrace, each of
the symbolic color of one of the planets,
white, blue, yellow, green and black.
These zones of color .so resemble the
stratifications of the Grand Canyon that
its mountains have been named after the
temples of Mesopotamia and of India.
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The bricks were thin, so that they were
readily burned throughout and were
large, often two feet square, and were
protected by colored glazes.
I n the ancient world the painter was
considered inferior to the sculptor. He
was i n fact an artisan and remained with
.some few exceptions in that position well
into medieval times. There are accounts
of mural paintings at Delphi and elsewhere in Greece which were the work of
great painters, but usually the painter's
work was confined to coloring masterpieces of sculpture or of architecture.
Even as late as the fourteenth century in
Spain there were different grades of
workmen—the assemblers, who made the
design and superintended the w o r k ; the
sculptors or carvers, and. then, the
painters of the flesh, faces and hands and
feet; the painters of the robes and the
gilders, who put on the gold patterns—
each an artisan doing his part. The
sculptor, upon the other hand, was always considered a skillful artist, and the
arts of sculpture—^the productions having the third dimension—were early developed to a high degree. Because the
sculptor was pre-eminently the artist of
the time he constantly did the drawing.
In Mesopotamian work, in Eg>'pt, upon
the Greek vases, the work of the man
who puts on the color follows that of the
man who has drawn with an incised line.
This is characteristic of the work.
Skill in line drawing was considered a
high art. There was no affection for the
so-called lost line and the results are a
lesson to those who appreciate a beautif u l line confining the color within it
which was laid in by the painter. This
(hci^ion of line and clear definition of
areas of color are to be found in the work
of the Building Material Exhibit. I t is
the occasion for the little raised dikes to
be found in the tiles to hold and retain
glazes, which when fired upon plain surfaces would run into each otlier. A l l
Mohammedan work shows extreme care
in regard to the isolation of colored
glazes, for i f glazes fused together the
work was considered ill done. The same
care occurs i n the Assyrian tile and in
the Greek vases, and in the one great
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exception, the famous archers frieze in
the Louvre, of which there is a colored
copy in the Metropolitan Museum in
New York, and which is in bas-relief and
therefore has no raised dikes, and in
which consequently the colors have
fused; at a distance of f i f t y feet the
forms begin to disappear and the effect
is confused and ineffective.
Color was conlined in definite areas,
each defined by an incised line drawn by
a master draughtsman. There was conse<|U('ntly clarity of statement and carrying power, which are essential in the use
of polychromy.
There is evidence of the same intention in the stained glass of the thirteenth
century, i'lie .stained glass masters knew
well, as did the mo.saic makers of the
sixth century, that each area of color
must be defined at its perimeter. C olors
of similar tones could not be placed
immediately adjacent to each other without a white or black line separating
them, preferably a white line to prevent
confusion.
But to return to the i)igments. I f exposed they were injured by the effects of
weather.
The earlier pigments were
powdered and were mixed with a
medium of some kind of glutinous substance, white of egg, fish glue or gum. A t
times the gum was put on first and the
color laid uj^on it. This was the case
with the ajiplications of gold leaf. There
is an interesting book by Laurie upon
"The Pigments of the Ancients." When
metal was applied- and at other times
when it was desired that the gum should
not dry too quickly, honey was mixed
with it.
The background, until the
buildings were built of white marble,
was of white stucco.
Porous stone, limestone, sandstone and
hi ick were all roxered with stucco, upon
which in contrast the pigments were
fresh, clear and beautiful. The early
p.'iiiiting was of dark-toned ligures upon
light ground, as in the Etruscan vases
and the later Greek lekythae.
Flesh
colors were of dull maroon, hair and
beards purple lilack. women were colored
a warm pinkish tone. I n the sixth century
before Christ the sculpture was of
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marble and light figures upon dark
ground appeared, and the tendency to
consider white as the noble color i n creased as time went on.
But the color of the cities was probably not entirely white, as that was contined I n ilie lemiilcs and llie iini)ortant
buildings. Apart f r o m glazes there was
another coating put upon walls which
would protect them from the weather,
i . e.. asphaltum or bitumen. I n the O l d
Testmeiit, King James translation, it is
stated that the Tower of Babel was
built up and put together with slime,
and there have been sermons by well intentioned but poorly informed divines
drawing a lesson from the iml)ecility of
the Babylonians who built wiih slime;
but the French Testament in its translation says the tower was put together
with asphaltum. an excellent material tc
be found throughout Central Asia.
Asphaltum or bitumen was very generally
used as a protective paint. Its gainut of
color was from that of the crude product,
|)urple. black and brown to the amber of
the refined material. The miunmy cases
took the color of the medium. . \ n ancient
city had the gamut of color of the bitumen and was probably purple and brown
at the water's edge and above golden
amber culminating in the white temples
of the Acropolis, gleaming in cr)lor and
gold. I t is |)ossible that the tradition of
golden color of the Italian masters came
down f r o m Egypt to Greece and to
Byzantium and was brought to Italy by
the Greek priests, who taught in Florence
and worked by the side of Fra .\ngelico.
usiiii; llic ^'olden color of the amber bitumen.
A method more resistant to weather
than that of painting with the gum
medium was early adopted, and was
known as encaustic ])ainting. in which
hot wax was either used as a medium or
applied to the face of the color, usually
the former, and while the color was hot
it was pressed down to create a hard resi.stant surface.
The color was thus
made permanent and was as fresh as i f
glazed. That which is so well preserved
tipon the walls of Pompeii is of this
character.
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The early Greeks were not far removed f r o m l)arl);irians and before the
archaic civilization they ])robal)ly painted
their wooden temples in as many colors
as the Alaskan Indians paint their
totem poles, and even after the wooden
temples in the eighth and seventh centuries before Christ l)egan to be translated into stone the traditional coloring
was probably retained, as the Etruscan
Temple of Ju|)iter Capitolinns in Rome
was retained until the time of Germanicus. but that is no reason for assuming that the temples of the Greeks in the
great period of the i i f t h century should
have been as crudely colored as they are
shown to be in H i t t o r f f ' s restorations,
which have been considered authoritative. There is one man who has shown
an appreciation and a knowledge of the
polychromy of the Greeks; he is M r .
Leon V . Solon.
W ithout doubt remains of color indicate that the ends of the triglyphs were
blue, and that there was red on the edge
of the epistyle in some cases, but that
these in the resultant badly proportioned
areas were anything more than backgrounds f o r gold patterns, there is
ground f o r considerable doubt. I t seems
reasonable to argue f r o m analogy rather
than from some evidences of color which
have defied the action of time.
The Greeks in the eighth century before Christ used color crudely and lavishly : with the advent of the lonians the
finer art of Asia Minor began to i n fluence that of the Greeks, and by the
time of Pisistratus it had become refined,
as all the minor arts testify. The figures
of the maidens in the Acropolis museum
have delicate decorations, the Greek
vases are exquisitely drawn and there is
no indication of undetailed ma*sses of
color. I n the clas.sics there is constant
reference to the lavish use of gold. The
palaces of Ulysses and of .Antinons are
mentioned in the Odyssey as gleaming
with gold, and there are but few works
of antiquity in which gold as a decoration is not mentioned. I t was the common metal of the time, silver being rare.
Monies were of silver. I t is known that
in Mesopotamia and in Asia Minor gold
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ornament occurred constantly. Bronze
was overlaid with it, as in the rosettes of
the mausoleum of Agamemnon. Gold
masks covered the faces of the dead.
The Athene Parthenos of Phidias was
of ivory and gold, and his chryselephantine Zeus at Olymjjia had a base of ebony
and ivory and gold encrusted with
precious stones.
The helmets and strings to the sandals
of the knights i n the Panathenaic Frieze
were of gold. I t was everywhere present, yet Mittorff's accepted restorations
comparatively ignore it. Is it reasonable
to assume, when the treatment of the objects which retain their color is so subtle,
that the polychromy of the temples alone
should have remained barbaric and
crude ?
The west pediment of the Parthenon
represents the contest of Athene and
Poseidon f o r the soil of Athens. The
centre of the pediment between the two
gods is void. Poseidon has the trident,
but the olive of Athene is absent and yet
it is the great symbol of her triumph.
Could it have been painted in gold as the
central motive of the pediment? Is i t
reasonable to conclude that only occasional unrelated spots of gold were upon
the Parthenon?
Pausanias states that
the Pentelic marble of the Parthenon offended Greek taste from its excessive
whiteness, and it was "rubbed with
saffron and milk." the latter turning it
to an ivory tint and the particles of
saffron sparkling like gold.
Could the Greeks, who were so subtle
in their taste in this respect, have left
crude undetailed squares of blue upon
the triglyphs? I n various accounts of
the precinct of the temples upon the
Acropolis of Athens the writers mention
the con.stant recurrence of the olive and
the laurel, yet but few examples exist.
Is it too imaginative an idea to consider
the blue of tlic trii^Iypiis as a backgronnd
for designs in gold or laurel and olive in
the channels? The-Greeks accented the
outside edges of their mouldings by incised lines and the edges of the articulated parts of their structure by lines
of dark color. Might not the color which
lliKorfif spreads over snrfaces have l)een
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merely what remains of these colored Palatine. The polychromy of the Romans
was obtained in their monumental buildlines:
There is no reason to assume that be- ings by colored marbles, and by colored
cause the Greek was barbaric in his taste glass i n the pierced stone grills of the
window openings in the baths, which
in the eighth century he was the same in
the fifth. He undoubtedly appreciated shone like jewels. Then there came a
the superb quafity of gold, of a surface new art from the East—the mosaics of
which reflected light with splendor, Byzantium, with gold, and blue and sea
which had warmth, not the cold glitter green grounds. There had long been
of the more precious metal, silver, and mosaics of colored pebbles .such as those
which harmonized with all colors. Grad- of the temple floor at Assos, and of the
marble tesserae of Roman buildings, but
ually polychromy upon the exterior of
l)uildings became less, but gold remained, they had been comparatively devoid of
and the Ionic and Corinthian orders were color and had not ascended upon the
of white and gold. The use o f colored walls. The wall mosaics, at first the mere
niarl)les instead of perishable pigments salvage of precious broken Persian tiles,
were found capable of covering curved
appealed to the Romans and painted
surfaces, vaults and domes, which tiles
polychromy was relegated to interiors.
The house, which in ancient times had were not, and the mosaics were put tobeen deemed unimportant, even epheme- gether of small pieces of the most beaural, became more permanent and its rooms t i f u l l y colored fragments of stone and of
glass which otherwise would have served
were decorated in color. The remains of
Pompeii show the plans of Roman houses no purpose.
The tradition of blue and green and of
and the systems of color decoration upon
their walls. As light came only throngh lavish use of gold in the East is carried
on by the mosaics. From what could
the centre of the ceiling, the ceiling itself
and the upper portion of the wall, i . e., this tradition have come in the si.xth centhe frieze, received only light reflected tury A . D . i f not f r o m the buildings of
from the floor and therefore left white Asia Minor and of the Greek colonies,
or light, with delicate dark designs upon which had i)lazed i n gold ? The clarity
it. The bottom of the wall, to a height of and definition of shapes and designs were
three or more feet was a dark, at times a maintained in the mosaics by black or
l)lack zone, as a protective color against white outlines, a definition which was reinjury by portable objects, and as a con- tained in stained glass later.
trasting background f o r marble and
When Leo the Isaurian in the eighth
bronze furniture. The large expanse o f
century condemned to destruction all
the middle wall, between the base zone effigies, the Greek arti.sts fled to Italy,
and frieze, was of middle tone and clear taking their arts with them, and where
color, divided vertically into panels by mosaics could not be obtained, walls and
delicate lines of pilasters or border pat- columns and arches were painted in the
terns and in the centres of the principal Romanesque times with imitations of its
panels little figures or pictures were patterns, and polychromy spread over
painted. I f the occupant moved he cut Europe upon both the exteriors and inout the figure. ]xit a rectangular frame teriors of buildings.
about it and inserted it in the panels of
In medieval times there was a riot of
his new residence, thus inventing the first color only tempered by the dim light of
framed pictnre. The painting was en- the interiors of the buildings and the
caustic, with wax as a medium, upon dark stones of the uncarved surfaces of
stucco. The colors were pure and clear the outside walls.
Everything was
and of high intensities.
painted, statues, carved mouldings, ornaThe eccentric conceptions upon some ment and architectural forms.
The tendency of medieval and Gothic
of the walls of Pompeii did not occur in
the finer rooms of the palaces of the E m - detail was towards naturalism and colors
perors, such as the house of Livia on the had the local color of the objects carved,
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often therefore adjacent colors had similar tones, which were separated f r o m
each other by gold in lines or in patterns,
and by white. Clarity of effect, always
essential, was thus obtained.
It was at this time that colored terracotta was adopted in Italy as much more
permanent and more brilliant than pigment, and it has been used with admirable
effect ever since. I n this the commonsense tradition of separating similar
tones of color from each other by white
or light tone still occurred. Sharp contrasts of tone gave definition of delicate
detail which otherwise would have been
lost. There are some excellent examples
in the exhibits here of the value of black
contra.sts with white tile and terra-cotta.
Coincident with the naturalistic work
in Europe, is the geometric work of the
Mahommedans which makes its appearance in the eighth century A . D . The
tenets of the religion very strongly prohibited naturalistic representation as being impious and as competing with the
creations of Allah. The penalty for violation of this law was very severe. As a
result, all efforts in design were compelled to resort to geometric patterns,
and to this fact we owe the largest
quantity of patterns in existence, .^.t the
time when our ancestors were but little
removed from barbarians the Mahommedans in Central Asia, in Cairo
and on the southern .shores of the Mediterranean were the most cultivated people
of their time, establishing schools and
lio^liitals, and providing Europe with
physicians. They were expert geometricians, and the ingenuity and intricacy
of their designs is unequaled.
Faience
and glazed tiles they had derived directly
from Persia, and mosaics f r o m Damascus.
The gamut of their color combinations
was direct and simple, but the effects
were .subtle and delicate. They covered
surfaces with small patterns which were
colored elaborately, as were their textiles.
These patterns were modeled in planes,
each slightly in advance of that behind
it. the pattern of the highest plane being
of the largest and most open design,
through the interstices of which the design of the next lower plane appeared.
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Jf there were a third plane, its (Itsi^u.
which was necessarily the smallest in
scale, showed between the interstices of
the pattern of the second plane.
There were seldom more than three
planes of ornament, each of which was
at least one-half an inch in advance of
that behind it. The final background was
a dark color, the highest plane often in
gold. Delicate painted patterns also occurred upon the faces of the flat modelerl
patterns. P'or years in Spain at the A l hambra and the Alcazar, the colored
wnlls of the Moors suffered abuse and at
each epidemic of cholera they were whitewashed until the successive coats obliterated the designs.
When in recent years these coatings
were removed much of the color was destroyed, and in the attempts to restore it
the same thing happened that occurred
with the restoration of Greek polychromy. i . e.. i f an indication of a color
appeared it was spread over the entire
surface of the unit upon wliich it e>^isted. Each plane was restored with its
local color not only on its surface but
carried down on its edges or reveals until it met the color of the next plane.
There was, therefore, no definition of
each color area by white at its edges. The
restorations, whether in the small mosque
of the Alhambra. or in Owen Jones'
restorations in the Crystal Palace in London, were most confused and unsatisfactory, the tones fusing together without definition. But in examining this
work of the Moors I failed to find any
color on the reveals, and the result was
mo.st extraordinary in its subtlety and
the white reveals were like an exquisite
pattern of lace drawn over the colored
patterns, isolating and clarifying them,
changing in its delicate tones of white
with every change of angle of the light,
and was almost opalescent in its effect.
This must have made the patterns of the
Moors in the Alhambra one of the most
exquisite and vibrating color decorations
imaginable.
The Mahommedans seem to have thoroughly comprehended that tile was not a
cduslructive form of material, but that
it was a wall covering, and their tiles
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were cut to the shapes of their patterns,
as i f they were a large-scaled mosaic.
Each unit had its own color and colors
of similar tones were separated by ribbons of white.
There was in the j)ast. therefore, no
apparent theory of color ci)ml)inations.
The principal desire seems to have been,
to have the colors clear and intense, uncoil fused with adjacent colors and therefore separated from them. Few neutralized colors occur, and naturalistic color
often affects the choice of color.
It is reserved for modern research to
evolve theories of color, into any manifestation of nature and of man's accoin|)lishments, can be read a systematic
order, for order underlies all successful
work, and the desire for it induces
ll K M i r i c -

111 re^'.'ii-il | i i it.

But certain physical facts, which are
undouhted. are wordi consideration. The
theory is simple, in fact it is not a theory,
but a fact. By a prism white light can
be resolved into the rainbow, that is. the
prismatic spectrum. O f the consecutive
colors in the spectrum, three, the socalled primaries red. blue and yellow, are
integral. The intermediate colors are
from coml)inations of the i)rimarii's.
these resulting f r o m the mixture of two
of the primaries being the secondaries,
violet, green and orange. The prismatic
colors are of f u l l intensity, unneutralized.
As white light sulxlivides into the primaries and their combinations, a mixture
of all three of the primaries created no
color, neutrality, and the combination of
a primary and its complementary secondary, i . e., the color made from the two
remaining primaries, creates no ct^lor.
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'I'liiit is. a primary and its coiiiplemcnlary
cancel each other.
Each pair, red and green—blue and
orange—yellow and violet—cancel each
other, annihilate each other. The best
graphical statement of this fact is made
by the circular prismatic spectrum, in
which each color has, directly opposite to
ii Ml the circumference of the circle, its
cancelling color. I t is obvious that cancellization is accompanied by conflict,
and conflict in color comlnnations is undesirable, except when violent sensation
is desired. Jt is equally obvious that
there will be no conflict i f the use of
com|ilementaries is avoided; and it tends
stronglx t o cause an effect of harmony
if one color and its immediate changes
into the adjacent colors i n the spectrum
is made the dominant of the color scheme.
The use of any third of the circular spectiaim is t h e i r I d l e perfectly safe, and contrasts are obtained by the introduction of
small areas of the colors in the other twothirds of the spectrum.
The problem of neutralization towards
white in tints, towards black in deep
tones, and towards neutral grays in middle tones is a further development of
these elemental facts. In architectural
polychromy. as it is to be seen at an apjjreciable distance, the colors require
clarity, definition, and the dominance of
some one color in the whole or in each
of widely sejiarated parts. Delinition is
gained by the separation of similar tones
by white, black or gold, and by the accent o f higli lights in carving or modelling
by light color or gold, and of shadows in
hollows, etc.. by dark tones. Apart f r o m
this and transcending it is the genius of
the arti.st.
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The thirteenth annual
executed by Burch Burdette Long were worth
cxhihition of the Pittsthe "whole show."
Pittsburgh
iiiiruli Ari-lii!ectural ( lul'.
Through a re(|uest f r o m the club, drawings
of buildings of national note were sent by
Architectural
held at the Carnegie Instithe firms of llelmle and Corbetl. McKiin. Mead
Club
tiite (ialleries, December 9and While and Bertram G. Goodhue of New
Exhibition
_'4, \v;is i i c r l i a p s the most
Vork. The first named firm al.so sent mcKlcls
interesting, if not the most
ihat were of special interest. The "Stanford
amliitirms of the many that
White .Memorial Doors" were specially studied
have marked the architectural progress of the
in the McKim. Mead and White collection
club from year to year. It presented a contrast with that of last year, where the hundred odd delightful European travel sketches
of one meml)er alone drew largely upon the
atteniion and excited the amhition of the draftsmen visitors, but ,uave little i)abulum for architectural growth and progress.
Of the three hundred and thirty-eight catalogued exhiliits. all but thirty-one represented in
one form or another the work of Pittsburgh
architects. With a .set intention of making this
year's program one of exact representation of
the "days' work" of members and the architects
of the city, the subjects decorating the walls of
the three galleries given to the display presented
almost every description of constructed form
and. without any notable exceptions, a uniform
standard of high achievement in design.
Yet so varied in subject and distinctive in rendering were the exhibits that the collection was
f u l l of variety, and each sketch or scale drawing excited study because of its practical application to the work on the Ixjards.
.Again, without in the slightest degree breaking in upon the architectural design idea, there
were diversions enough to embellish and lighten
the more serious architectural theme, llenry
Hunt of Pittsburgh, f o r instance, showed some
unusually delightful effects in stained glass design, the sculptor G. Morctti struck a new
note in memorial monuments with his "Rattle
of Nashville" memorial shaft and his "Spirit
of Aviation," and Frank Vittor presented an
.SKKTCH OK l'ROPO.SED P E O P L E S I N S T I T U T E
Italian Renaissance foimtain of skilled workO F PITTSBURGH, PA.
manship. To many draftsmen the drawings
Thomas Pringle. Architect
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SKETCH

March,
FOR SHOP FRONT. F I F T H A V E N V E .
Sidney F . Heckert, Architect
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P L A C E D E L A CONCOKDE. PARIS, F R A N C E
Sketch by J . Vernon Wilson, Architect
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Y . M. I I . A. B U I L D I N G . P I T T S B U R G H .
Bcnno .Tasscn. Architect

The Architectural
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March.

Record
RESIDENCE

O K J O H N H. S E . M P L E . E S Q . . C O C O A N U T G R O V E .
Kichnel & Elliott. Architects
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and the drawiiiK'' >*-""t ''.v M"'- Goodhue of the
Katisas City Memorial Rave place even to
liis >i)Iendid conception for a State Capitol for
Nebraska. The entire collection from these
New York architects, thirty-one in all. was
given a special hanging in a room by itself,
and there were usually a mmiber of ilraflsmen there studying both the renilition and
the form, particularly of those that in competition with the most taleiued had been accepted as the liest. The c\uh members strongly
appreciated the courtesy of the architect^ uiio
sent the drawings and so iiided in making the
cxhiliition an artislic .success.
Although the I'ittsburgh Architectural Club
is not unique by reason of the large mnnlier
of practicing architects among its mciubcrship.
its well sustained personality and the endeavor
to make i . what such a clul) ought to be through
a long term of years, has caused many of
those who graduated into practice from its
ranks to retain both meiulK-rship and ;m active interest in its work.
Perhaps the answer to the uniformly high
grade of draftsmanship noted in the exhibition
may in part lie foimd in the sketch problems
that form a feature of regular lueetings and
in the Sketch Class that, imder the direction
of Oliver J. Robling. aids in the development
of the sketch instinct that always seems to be
part of the true designer.
The problems, which occupy an hour in their
rendition at regular meetings, are always interesting, sometimes serious and touching upon
the practical, and as often call upon the ingenuity of each participant as well as his skill
in drawing. One of the latter, submitted upon
recpicst by a wanri friend of the club. Henry
I loniliostel, was unique in its conception and
when studied lost its apparently frivolous appear;ince in the many practical points it brought
to the designers' attention. I t is worth reproducing here in this atteiupt to give some
impression of the club and its work as illustrated by the exhibition.
The problem, in which the usual money
prize of ten dollars was offered, was competed
for by about twenty of the members, and was
ar. follows •
SUBJECT:

.\

GONDOLA

SUSPENDED

FROM
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the air twenty-four
hours.
All home
comforts
hut no hcnnc restraints, t j the flapper's
motto.
Toilet facilities are desired, but baths are not
required.
A unreless ou-tUt for
enlrrloinmrnl
zi'ill be installed in the gondola and the balloon
cabin zi'ill haz-e its cntit unrelcfs for navigation
purposes.
PRESENTATION.—The
goMa
•will be shozi'n on ek'vatioH or perspective as the
CiWipetitor prefers, but a section drar^-n to scale
must be made. The balloon xmth its navigation
iabi)i Zi'ill not be shozvti, but the suspenders
should be indicated."
The fine spirit and enthusiasm that signalize
the club memlier^hip ;ind the humor that enters
into and lightens the serious problems of the
day will also be evidenced by the designing of
costiuues for the coming Beaux Arts costiune
hall, in which the Associated Artists of Pitisliiirgh, the Pittsburgh Chapter A . I . .'\. and the
Pittsburgh Architectnral Club will participate.
R. C. M .

A

RAI.I.OON FOR T E N FLAPPERS.

"The cjoiuiola ZLt'll he built by a colony of ten
flaf'I'crs zi'ho have left home on aecount of the
restraints ini/^osed on them by prudish
parents
aiul relatives. They have lots of money in their
otcn ripht and propose to enjoy life to the full.
The •/ondola "cill be used for gay parlies and
for .mihtsecinc]. and a chaperon zcill accompany
the ten. It rcn'// have all kinds of electrical conveniences, heatin}^ apparatus,
toaster,
curling
irons, etc.. and ivill be equipped to remain in
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ST. FRANCIS D E S A L E S C A T H E D R A ] . ,
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Mr. Frank M . .'Kndrew.s, architect, has reestablished his offices at 221-223 West 57th
Street, New Y o r k , and has associated with
liinisi-lf. M r . H a r r y M . Prince and M a j o r
D . Gutman, the latter being in charge of
the structural and mechanical engineering
departments.
Mr. Lewis Davis Brunini has opened offices f o r the practice of architecture, at 412
Calumet Building, Miami, Fla., and desires
manufacturers' samples and catalogues.
Messrs. Pendleton S. Clark and Walter
R. Crowe announce the formation of a
partnership for the practice of architecture,
under the firm name of Clark & Crowe, with
offices in the Krise Building. Lynchl)urg,
Va. Manufacturers' catalogues and samples
requested.
Notice has been received of the removal
of M r . I . L . Crausman. architect, to 370
East 149th Street. New York.
Mr. John J. Donovan announces the removal of his offices f r o m 512 Pacific Building to Tapscott Building, 1916 Broadway,
Oakland, Cal.
Mr. M . Louis Kroman announces that he
will be engaged in the practice of architecture and engineering, w i t h offices at 921922 Woodward Building, Birmingham, Ala.
Messrs. Weston and Ellington, architects
and engineers, announce the opening of
their offices at Suite 1507, Stroh Building,
Detroit, Mich.
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Messrs. Walter F. Price and W n i . .McKee
Walton, architects, have associated under
the name of Price & Walton, and will carry
on business at 119 South 4th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mr. W i l l i a m F. Stone, Jr., formerly associated with the late Otto G. Simonson, architect, desires to announce that he will continue his practice at 1122 Munsey Building,
Baltimore, Md.
Messrs. Walter E. Ware, A. I . A., and
Slack W. W i n b u r n announce their association as architects and landscape architects,
under the firm name of Ware <& W i n b u r n .
610 Utah Savings & Trust Building, Salt
Lake City, Utah.
Messrs. Webber, Staunton & Spaulding.
architects and engineers, announce the formation of a partnership, under the firm
name as above, with offices at 1017 Hibernian Building, Los .Angeles, Cal.
Mr. H . H . Whiteley, architect, announces
the removal of his studios f r o m 520 South
Western Avenue to temporary quarters at
5912 Hollywood Boulevard, near Bronson
.•\venue, Hollywood. Cal.
Mr. Herbert Wood, 1-2 Stock Exchange.
Collins. Melbourne, .Australia, is desirous of
receiving manufacturers' samples and catalogues.
Mr. H a r r y B. Mullikcn, architect, announces the removal of his office to 4944
Grand Central Terminal, New York.
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